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Anyonghaseyo, dear brothers and sisters!
Here again some inspiration, based on the words of True Father, True Mother and Heung Jin Nim [in the
spiritual world]:
True Father: "You must become families who can settle at the position of high noon, where no shadow is
cast. The garden of Eden was a place of true love, without any shadows. In love there are no shadows.
That is why everything in the world wants to come and be in that place. In the position of high noon, no
one asserts his or her self.. It is the place of absolute faith, absolute love and absolute obedience. There is
no assertion of self. This is what happens to everyone in the presence of true love." [1]
We cast shadows the moment we are getting influenced by fallen nature. The moment we assert
ourselves, trying to put ourselves into the spotlight, we cast shadows, we are not in the realm of true love.
In true love one tries to put oneself "under" others, trying to lift them up, to encourage them, to listen to
them, to understand them:
True Father: "If you constantly lower yourselves and strive to elevate everyone else, you will have no

problems. That is what humility means." [2]
In true love there is humility. There is no false pride. There is no showing off. In true love we are not
affected if other people do not appreciate us. True love goes beyond that and keeps the same loving
attitude:
Heung Jin Nim: "He [True Father] just loves everybody, even the people that hate him, even the people
that attack him, even the people who hurt him. My Father just keeps loving them..." [3]
True Mother: "Love is not just loving somebody who is easy to love, but enduring, forgiving, and
embracing people in order to fulfill the providence. Father is now showing us this kind of love."
Fallen nature makes us retaliate, judge people, putting them down, thus struggling with them. This, again,
is casting shadows. In true love we are just the opposite:
Heung Jin Nim: "Do not struggle with other people! I never antagonize others. I could probably fight with
so many people because I can see evil in them. Instead, I take responsibility for them and love them." [4]
As soon as we struggle with others, we are casting shadows. Instead of struggling with people, we need to
embrace everyone:
True Father: "If you just think of and love others with your whole heart, even the minds of evil people
will turn toward you." [5]
If we do that, then we are practicing the highest filial piety, because we exercise the heart of heaven:
True Father: "Children of filial piety are those who feel a parental heart. It doesn't matter what worldly
knowledge or position you have. The only thing that matters is whether you have the heart of heaven." [6]
The more we develop the heart of heaven in ourselves, the less shadows we cast. And the more we
become one with God and True Parents.
We all can develop that heart. We all have the potential. Nobody is excluded. We all can come closer and
closer to "high noon", a life without the shadows of the fallen nature.
Love from Bruno
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